EC - Declaration of Conformity

microsonic GmbH, Dortmund, hereby declares under its sole responsibility that the devices listed below are according to the requirements of the EC directive Electromagnetic Compatibility in version 2004/108/EU valid until 04/19/16 and version 2014/30/EU valid from 04/20/16.

Modell name
wms-100/RT/M18/HW
wms-130/RT
wms-25/RT/HV/M18
wms-25/RT/HV/M18E
wms-340/RT
wms-340/RT/ K0.8/HOL
wms-340/RT/ LEY
wms-340/RT/ SKO
wms-35/RT
wms-35/SI/RT
wms-600/RT
wms-600/RT RLF
wms-600/RT/ GEA

To qualify the above mentioned devices according Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) the following normative documents were taken into consideration

microsonic GmbH
Phoenixseestraße7
D-44263 Dortmund

issued by (function in company) Andreas Jantz (quality manager)

Dortmund, 01/08/2016